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Replies to Anonymous Referee #2 comments/suggestions 1 
 2 
The paper presents the impact of cyclones that occurred over the North Indian Ocean during 3 

2007-2013 on stratosphere-troposphere exchange using satellite measurements. Changes in 4 
ozone and water vapour distribution in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere were 5 
analyzed. The cross-tropopause mass flux was estimated. The manuscript has some 6 

significant shortcomings. Therefore, I recommend some important revisions to address the 7 
comments listed below before publication by ACP. 8 

Reply: First of all we wish to thank the reviewer for going through the manuscript 9 
carefully and offering potential solutions to improve the manuscript content further.  10 
 11 

General comments: 12 
 13 

1) Scientific significance 14 
The paper presents new interesting results, however the results need to be better developed. 15 

Reply: Thanks for appreciating actual content of the manuscript. We have revised the 16 

manuscript while considering both the reviewers comments/suggestions. 17 
 18 

2) Scientific quality 19 
One important questions is whether the MLS measurements have sufficient spatial and 20 

temporal resolution to apply the used methodology? This has to be demonstrated. The 21 

explanation how the cross tropopause mass flux is calculated and which data are used is 22 
confusing. The method is explained in Sect. 2 and the used data are introduced in Sect. 3.1. I 23 

recommend to combine this in one Section. Further, the method of Ravindra Babu et al., 2015 24 
is used (e.g. Fig. 2). However, the reader cannot understand this method without reading 25 

Babu et al., 2015. I recommend to provide more information about this method in Sect. 2. 26 
Many general statements have not been established with references (e.g. within the 27 
introduction, see below specific comments). 28 

Reply: More details are provided in the revised manuscript with related to MLS data 29 
resolution, tropopause mass flux calculation and the methodology that is adapted from 30 

Ravindra Babu et al. (2015). We have not provided these details earlier to avoid 31 
repetition and/or plagiarism report. 32 

For MLS data resolution, first we separated MLS overpasses with respect to 33 

cyclone centre for each day of cyclone period and we made it cyclone-centre composite 34 
of corresponding ozone and water vapor, respectively.  35 

For tropopause mass flux, we considered whatever available tropopause 36 
temperature and pressure within 500km from the cyclone centre taken from Ravindra 37 
Babu et al. (2015) and winds within 500 km from the cyclone centre are taken from 38 

ERA-Interim data sets.  39 
 40 

3) Presentation quality 41 
The presentation quality needs some improvements. There are number of language and 42 

grammar issues. Further a lot of blank characters are missing, in particular after mathematical 43 
symbols or brackets. In the manuscript, abbreviations are still used that are not introduced. In 44 
some figures, the legend is missing. 45 

Reply: We are sorry for the grammatical mistakes which have been reduced to the 46 

maximum possible extent in the revised manuscript. Missing of blank characters is 47 
mainly due to software problem loaded in one of our computers which is rectified now. 48 
We have elaborated all the abbreviations used in the manuscript when they appear for 49 

the first time in the manuscript.  50 
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Specific comments: 51 
 52 

1. Introduction: 53 
p. 3, line 51: ‘Tropical cyclones with deep convective synoptic scale systems persisting for a 54 
few days to weeks play an important role on the mass exchange between troposphere and 55 
stratosphere and vice versa.’ Please add some references. 56 

Reply: Added. 57 
 58 
p. 3, line 52: ‘They transport large amount of water vapor, energy and momentum to the 59 

upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS) region.’ Please add some references. 60 

Reply: Added. 61 
 62 

p. 3, line 60: ‘The transport of water vapour and ozone around the tropopause caused by the 63 
cyclones can affect the radiation balance of the atmosphere.’ Please add some references.’ 64 

Reply: Added. 65 
  66 
p. 3, line 62: ‘Increase of water vapor in the LS region will leads to a warming and ozone loss 67 

in this atmospheric region (Stenke and Grewe, 2005).’ An increase of stratospheric water 68 
vapor contributes to tropospheric warming and stratospheric cooling, see e.g.: Climate 69 

Change 2007: The Physical Science Basis. Contribution of Working Group I to the Fourth 70 

Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, ed. S. Solomon, D. 71 

Qin, M. Manning, M. Marquis, K. Averyt, M. M. B. Tignor, H. L. Miller and Z. Chen, 72 
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, UK, and New York, NY, USA, 2007, pp. 1-996. 73 

D. Rind and P. Lonergan, J. Geophys. Res., 1995, 100, 7381-7396 74 
P. Forster and K. P. Shine, Geophys. Res. Lett., 1999, 26, 3309-3312 75 

V. L. Dvortsov and S. Solomon, J. Geophys. Res., 2001, 106, 7505-7514. 76 
D. T. Shindell, Geophys. Res. Lett., 2001, 28, 1551-1554. 77 
P. Forster and K. P. Shine, Geophys. Res. Lett., 2002, 29, 1086-1089. 78 

G. Myhre, S. J. Nilsen, L. Gulstad, K. P. Shine, B. Rognerud and I. S. A. Isaksen, Geophys. 79 
Res. Lett., 2007, 34, L01807. 80 
However, small changes of water vapor in the lower stratosphere have an impact on surface 81 

climate, see e.g: Riese et al., Impact of uncertainties in atmospheric mixing on simulated 82 
UTLS composition and related radiative effects, J. Geophys. Res., 117, D16305, 83 
doi:10.1029/2012JD017751, 2012. 84 

Solomon et al., Contributions of stratospheric water vapor to decadal changes in the rate of 85 
global warming, Science, 327, 1219-1223, 2010. 86 

Reply: Thanks for updating us while providing above references. Most of the above 87 
mentioned references are included in the revised manuscript at appropriate places. 88 
 89 

p. 3, line 65: troposphere air ! tropospheric air 90 

Reply: Corrected.  91 
 92 

p. 4, line 82: ’TC event’: abbreviation is not explained 93 
p. 4, line 86: ’MST Radar observations’: abbreviation is not explained 94 
p. 4, line 87: ’BoB’: abbreviation is not explained 95 

Reply: These are explained in the revised manuscript. 96 
 97 
p. 4, line 87: ‘More literature related to influence of cyclones on the UTLS structure and 98 

composition is presented in Cairo et al. (2008).’ Unspecific statement: please add some 99 
details or remove Cairo et al. 2008. 100 
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Reply: We have added major findings of Cairo et al. (2008) in the revised manuscript. 101 
 102 
p. 5, line 105: ’COSMIC’ is not explained 103 

Reply: Explained in the revised manuscript. 104 
 105 

2. Data and Methodology 106 
p. 5, line 116: How many MLS profiles or measurements (spatial and temporal resolution, 107 
horizontal distance between tracks) contribute to one typhoon event. Please add here some 108 
information and demonstrate that the data density is sufficient. 109 

Reply: We have included details in the revised manuscript in the form of table (table 2). 110 
 111 
p. 5, line 120: Which definition is used for the tropopause? 112 

Reply: We used cold point and lapse rate tropopause definitions in this present study. 113 

For calculating tropopause mass flux, we used lapse rate tropopause definition only. 114 
 115 
p. 6, line 135: Please add the precise time period for pre- and post-monsoon season and 116 
explain why you exclude the monsoon season. 117 

Reply: Added in the revised manuscript. We also included monsoon season. 118 
 119 

p. 7, line 149: ’tropopause parameters’: Which parameters? Please combine this paragraph 120 

with details from Sect. 3.1’. 121 

Reply: We combine and explained clearly this aspect in the revised manuscript. 122 
 123 

3. Results and discussion 124 
p.7, line 162: How are the climatological mean values calculated? Is the monsoon season in 125 

the climatological mean excluded? During the Asian monsoon season the tropopause above 126 
the Asian monsoon anticyclone is elevated. Therefore, during this time period the lapse rate 127 
tropopause altitude differs from the altitude during the rest of the year. Is this considered in 128 

your analysis? 129 

Reply:  We have not considered this in the calculation. There could be day-to-day to the 130 

inter-annual variability in the observed climatological tropopause parameters. Since 131 
large data (14 years) have gone through climatology, we assume that variability less 132 
than the solar cycle is nullified, if not removed completely. Further Asian monsoon 133 

anticyclone  aspect is related to the latitudes greater than 25
o
N, thus, do not affect our 134 

study in a significant manner. However, upper level anti-cyclonic circulation over the 135 

cyclones is reflected very well in our observations.  136 
 137 

p. 7, line 169: How many measurements (tracks) do you have within 1000 km radius for one 138 
cyclone? 139 

Reply: The total available RO measurements are not fixed for each cyclone; the RO 140 
measurements will change one cyclone to another. For example, the total RO 141 

measurements in the case of Nargis cyclone are 73. These details are provided in the 142 
revised manuscript. 143 
 144 
p. 7, line 175: How is the cyclone intensity considered in the methodology of Ravindra Babu 145 

et. al, 2015? Please give a short summary about the method of Ravindra Babu et al., 2015 146 
used for Fig. 2. How is vertical uplift at different flanks of the cyclone and difference 147 
between individual cyclones considered? 148 

Reply: In Ravindra Babu et al. (2015), we did tropopause analysis based on different 149 

intensities of the cyclones such as depression (D), deep depression (DD), cyclonic 150 
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storm(CS), severe cyclonic storm (SCS) and very severe cyclonic storm (VSCS). After 151 
detailed analysis we found that there is no major variation between D and DD, SC and 152 

SCS. So we combined the results of D and DD as one category and CS and SCS as 153 
another category and VSCS as one category. From each cyclone we separated the RO 154 
measurements based on the intensity and we combined.  155 
 156 

p. 12, line 280-284: ‘...higher ozone mixing ratios are observed in the western and northwest 157 
side and more water vapor is located at the eastern side of the cyclonic center....’ Why do you 158 
have this preference for the western and eastern side, respectively? In the schematic diagram 159 

Fig. 6 upward and downward transport of water vapor and ozone is shown. The diagram 160 

implies rotational symmetry around the center of the cyclone. How fits the rotational 161 
symmetry together with the preference at the western and eastern side? 162 

Reply: Our results from Ravindra babu et al. (2015) shows the integrated RH is more in 163 

the east and south east side within 500 km from the cyclone centre and the COH, TTL 164 
thickness also shows high in the north and north west side within 500 km from the 165 
cyclone centre. From these we assume that different sides within 500 km from the 166 

centre there may be different variations in the ozone and water vapour as well as cross 167 
tropopause flux. That’s why we calculated the flux with respect to sector wise from the 168 
cyclone centre.  169 

The diagram shown in the figure 6 it is just assumption of the cyclone structure 170 
only. Our main aim of the figure 6 is to show the variation of tropopause parameters in 171 

the schematic way i.e., ozone coming down from the lower stratosphere due to 172 
subsidence at the centre and water vapour entering in to the lower stratosphere due to 173 

anti-cyclonic circulation above the cyclone. 174 

 The higher ozone mixing ratios are observed in the western and northwest side 175 
and more water vapour is located at the eastern side of the cyclone centre because of the 176 
upper level anti-cyclonic circulation over the cyclones. This will push the water vapour 177 

towards the south and east side of the cyclone centre. In the other side of the cyclone, 178 
the detrainment of the lower stratospheric air may occur along with strong subsidence 179 
in the cyclone centre. This might be the region for higher ozone in the west and 180 

northwest side and more water vapour in the east and southeast side of the cyclone 181 
centre. Note that Ray and Rosenlof (2007) also reported higher water vapour mixing 182 
ratios in the east side of the cyclone centre for Atlantic and Pacific oceans. Further, very 183 

recently Reutter et al. (2015) reported that the more stratosphere- troposphere 184 
transport takes place in the west side of the cyclone centre due to west ward tilt of the 185 

cyclone with height. 186 
 187 

p. 12, line 294: ‘by assuming change in the tropopause pressure by 0.5 hPa’ Why 0.5 hPa is 188 
used? 189 

Reply: Since we do not have pressure variation with time we have assumed different 190 
pressures while considering minimum to maximum possible pressure variations.  191 
 192 

p. 13, line 299: Please explain why different cross-tropopause flux occurs in different sectors. 193 

Reply: As we found different variations in the water vapour and ozone transport in 194 

different sectors, we have estimated cross-tropopause flux for these different sectors. 195 

Please see reply for above comment (p. 12, line 280-284) for more details. 196 
 197 

4. Summary and conclusions 198 
p. 14, line 335: ‘The main findings of the present communication are summarized below.’ ! 199 
Our main findings are summarized below.’ 200 
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Reply: Modified.  201 
 202 
p. 14, line 336-339: ‘Lowering of CPH (0.6 km) and LRH (0.4 km) values with coldest CPT 203 

and LRT (2-3K) within a 500 km radius from the cyclone centre is noticed. Higher (2 km) 204 
COH leading to the lowering of TTL thickness ( 3 km) is clearly observed (Ravindra Babu et 205 
al., 2015).’ That is a result from Ravindra Babu et al, 2015 and not from the present paper 206 

Ratman et al.. That should be clearly recognizable in the text. 207 

Reply: We have already provided reference when it is mentioned.  208 
 209 

p. 15, line 346-347: ‘Interestingly significant enhancement in the lower stratosphere (82 hPa) 210 

water vapor is noticed in the east and SE side from the cyclone centre.’ Again, why only at 211 
the east and SE side? 212 

Reply: Please see explanation provided for the comment p. 12, line 280-284.  213 
 214 

p. 15, line 355-357: ’Strong convective towers with strong updrafts extending up to the 215 
tropopause altitude in the form of spiral bands extending from 500 to 1000 km are present.’ 216 
In Fig. 6, three bands of downward transport of ozone and three bands for upward transport 217 

of water vapor are drawn which are not visible in Fig. 3 and 4. Please explain this 218 
discrepancy or adapt Fig. 6. To confirm the spiral bands of upward and downward transport 219 

illustrated in Fig. 6 trajectory calculations would be very helpful. 220 

Reply: Note that figure 3 and 4 are cyclone-centre composite of ozone and water vapour 221 

obtained from all 16 cyclones and the figure 6 is the only schematic picture of a cyclone. 222 
Our main aim in figure 6 is to show the variation of tropopause parameters in the form 223 

of schematic way i.e., ozone coming down at the centre from the lower stratosphere due 224 

to subsidence and water vapour entering in to the lower stratosphere due to anti-225 
cyclonic circulation above the cyclone above the spiral bands. 226 
 227 
Figures: 228 

Fig. 1: ‘strom’ ! ’storm’ 229 
Fig. 3: Legend from a-d is missing. 230 
Fig. 4: Legend from a-d is missing. 231 

Reply: Corrected in the revised manuscript. 232 
 233 

 234 
---END--- 235 

  236 
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Replies to Anonymous Referee #3 comments/suggestions 237 
 238 
This is an interesting study of the impact of cyclones on ozone and water vapour in the upper 239 

troposphere and lower stratosphere. It is based on the analysis of some cases study, using 240 
satellite measurements to estimate the air flux across the tropopause. It is surely a valuable 241 
contribution on a hot topic in stratospheric research, since the ability to predict future changes 242 

in the stratosphere relies on correct estimates on how tropical troposphere to stratosphere 243 
transport might evolve. I definitely agree that the role of deep convection in cyclones is worth 244 
of more research, and it is appropriate for the journal, so I encourage the publication of this 245 

work. However, there are a number of open issues that have to be addressed; therefore I 246 

recommend a revision before publication. I had the chance to read the general comments of 247 
the Anonymous Reviewer #2 and I do share all his/her general comments. 248 

Reply: First of all we wish to thank the reviewer for going through the manuscript 249 

carefully, appreciating actual content of the manuscript and offering potential solutions 250 
to improve the manuscript content further. We have revised the manuscript while 251 
considering both the reviewers comments/suggestions. 252 
 253 

In particular I find strange how the results from previous work of Ravindra Babu et al. (2015) 254 
are used in the present paper: on one hand, figures and conclusions from that paper are 255 

reproduced in a way that seems redundant, on the other hand a description of the method used 256 

in that work, which is duplicated in the present one, is lacking so to force the reader to go to 257 

the original reference. I therefore suggest to briefly summarize the results AND methods 258 
presented in Ravindra Babu et al., and to skip fig.2. 259 

Reply: The methodology explained in Ravindra Babu et al. (2015) is re-produced briefly 260 

in the current manuscript as suggested. Note that figure 2 is very important even for the 261 
current manuscript and thus retained.  262 
 263 

Detailed comments:  264 
 265 
lines 49-52: These sentences seems more to describe what the article is aimed for, than an 266 
introduction, The authors should support their claims with references, or the sentences should 267 

be made less assertive.  268 

Reply: We have provided more references at the appropriate places as also mentioned 269 

by other reviewer.  270 
 271 
61: Again, the assessment of the effectiveness of cyclones in promoting STE is the objective 272 
of the paper. References should be made to previous studies supporting this claim, or the 273 

sentence should be dropped, or reformulated to introduce the aim of the paper.  274 

Reply: We have added relevant references for the text used in the present study at 275 
appropriate places.   276 
 277 
62-63: The Stenke and Grewe paper deals mainly with the impact of water vapour increase 278 

on ozone chemistry. I did not find any claim of temperature increase induced by an increase 279 
of WV, there. On the contrary, there is a lot of modeling evidence (and even some 280 
experimental study, see as instance Maycock et al., Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc., 2014), in the 281 

literature, that an increase stratospheric water vapor would lead to a cooling of stratospheric 282 
temperatures. So the sentence in the paper seems not correct.  283 

Reply: We have corrected the sentence while adding suitable reference.  284 
 285 
82, 86, 87,96: TC, MST, BoB, COSMIC, abbreviations have not been introduced earlier.  286 
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Reply: The abbreviations are elaborated when they appear for the first time in the 287 
revised manuscript. 288 
 289 

91: The findings presented in Cairo et al. (2008) should be reported.  290 

Reply: Reported.  291 
 292 

128-134: Such information should be presented as a table. 293 

Reply: We have added one more table with the classification of cyclones over north 294 

Indian Ocean as suggested. 295 
 296 

139-140: This sentences is not clear. Is it suggesting that only long lasting cyclones have 297 
been selected in order to have enough MLS WV profiles in the cyclone area? This is quite an 298 

important point, and the average number of MLS profiles used should be quoted, maybe even 299 
in the form of a table, for each cyclone (the developing stage of the cyclone corresponding to 300 

the observations could also be accommodated there, see line 192). Moreover, I think it is 301 
worthwhile to discuss in further detail how the horizontal (given the spatial variability of the 302 
WV and ozone in the cyclone area) and vertical resolution of MLS are adequate to the goals 303 

of the paper.  304 

Reply: We reported available MLS profile for each cyclone in the form of table in the 305 

revised manuscript. 306 
.  307 

162-177 and fig. 2: I do not see the point to reproduce Fig.2, from Ravindra Babu et al. 308 
(2015), here. In 3.1 I do not see any novelty with respect to the analysis presented in that 309 

2015 paper. The methodology and main results of that paper could be just shortly described 310 
and summarized.  311 

Reply: It is well known that the tropopause characteristics play and important role in 312 
controlling the STE processes. Though the tropopause characteristics are mentioned in 313 

our earlier draft, we would like to retain figure 2 in this paper as it will be easy to refer 314 
the tropopause characteristics by the readers so that this paper will remain stand alone. 315 
This will also avoid going through our earlier paper as rightly mentioned by both the 316 

reviewers.     317 
 318 
207-209: How robust is this feature in the data? Are all cyclones contributing to such 319 
enhancement?  320 

Reply: It will change based on cyclone intensity. This will be more in the case of 321 

maximum intensity of cyclone such as SCS and VSCS category. Please see figure 5 for 322 
more details. Note that we calculated based on intensity and are not showed in the 323 
manuscript. However, our analysis confirms that the ozone is more in the case of VSCS 324 

compare other SCS and DD categories. During the VSCS time the ozone detrainment is 325 
reached to the 146 hPa level. Since the available profiles of MLS are less for different 326 
intensities so we combined all the profiles that are available within 1000 km from the 327 

centre of all 16 cyclones.  328 
 329 
224 and 246: Cyclone winds can lose their axial symmetry near the top of the cyclone, and 330 
concentrate in one or two curved outflow jets. The authors may review the literature and see 331 

whether this can explain the upper level asymmetry in ozone and WV anomalies.  332 

Reply: This is very important point that the cyclone winds play important role in the 333 
distribution of the water vapour and ozone above the cyclone. As mentioned earlier, the 334 
higher ozone mixing ratios are observed in the western and northwest side and more 335 

water vapour is located at the eastern side of the cyclone centre because of the upper 336 
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level anti-cyclonic circulation over the cyclones. This will push the water vapour 337 
towards the south and east side of the cyclone centre. In the other side of the cyclone, 338 

the detrainment of the lower stratospheric air may occur along with strong subsidence 339 
in the cyclone centre. This might be the region for higher ozone in the west and 340 
northwest side and more water vapour in the east and southeast side of the cyclone 341 

centre. Note that Ray and Rosenlof (2007) also reported higher water vapour mixing 342 
ratios in the east side of the cyclone centre for Atlantic and Pacific oceans. Further, very 343 
recently Reutter et al. (2015) reported that the more stratosphere-troposphere transport 344 

takes place in the west side of the cyclone centre due to west ward tilt of the cyclone with 345 
height. These aspects are mentioned in the revised manuscript.  346 
 347 
294: the authors should dwell more on the method they used to estimate the term Fam. At 348 

present, it seems their choice of 0.5 hPa is quite arbitrary.  349 

Reply: Since we do not have pressure variation with time we have assumed different 350 
pressures while considering minimum to maximum possible pressure variations, which 351 
is the best way when no observations are present.  352 
 353 

299- 303: It seems this spatial asymmetry is a common, constant feature throughout the 354 
database “. . . the downward flux is always more. . .” . the authors should really dwell more 355 

on that, trying to find possible explanation in terms of the cyclone dynamics.  356 

Reply: The tropopause flux is calculated for each cyclone maximum intensity day only 357 

so on the higher intensity time within 500 km from the cyclone centre the anti-cyclonic 358 
flow dominated and cause the upward flux in the east and southeast side. Whereas, 359 

subsidence dominating in the other side cause downward flux in the west and northwest 360 

side of the cyclone. 361 
 362 
330: “intensify” for “intensity”? 330-339: It seems that (exactly) these results are already 363 
been reported in the quoted Ravidra Babu et al., 2015 paper. I do not understand why they are 364 

repeated here.  365 

Reply: For completeness we have included these sentences in this paper also as someone 366 

may be interested to see the tropopause variations during these cyclones and to make 367 
this manuscript standalone we retained those statements and related figure.  368 
 369 
364: “intensity” for “intense” ?  370 

366: “effecting” for “affecting”?  371 
Figure 1 caption, “strom” for “storm” 372 

Reply: Corrected in the revised manuscript. 373 
 374 

 375 
---END--- 376 

 377 

 378 

 379 

 380 

 381 
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Abstract 399 

 Tropical cyclones play an important role in modifying the tropopause structure and 400 

dynamics as well as stratosphere-troposphere exchange (STE) processes in the Upper 401 

Troposphere and Lower Stratosphere (UTLS) region. In the present study, the impact of 402 

cyclones that occurred over the North Indian Ocean during 2007-2013 on the STE processes 403 

is quantified using satellite observations. Tropopause characteristics during cyclones are 404 

obtained from the Global Positioning System (GPS) Radio Occultation (RO) measurements 405 

and ozone and water vapor concentrations in the UTLS region are obtained from Aura- 406 

Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) satellite observations. The effect of cyclones on the 407 

tropopause parameters is observed to be more prominent within 500 km from the centre of 408 

the tropical cyclone. In our earlier study, we have observed decrease (increase) in the 409 

tropopause altitude (temperature) up to 0.6 km (3 K) and the convective outflow level 410 

increased up to 2 km. This change leads to a total increase in the tropical tropopause layer 411 

(TTL) thickness of 3 km within the 500 km from the centre of cyclone. Interestingly, an 412 

enhancement in the ozone mixing ratio in the upper troposphere is clearly noticed within 500 413 

km from cyclone centre, whereas the enhancement in the water vapor in the lower 414 

stratosphere is more significant on south-east side extending from 500 -1000 km away from 415 

the cyclone centre. We estimated Thethe cross-tropopause mass flux for different intensities 416 

of cyclones are estimated and found that the mean flux from the stratosphere to the 417 

troposphere for cyclonic storms is 0.05±0.29x10
-3 

kg m
-2 

and for very severe cyclonic storms 418 

it is  419 

0.5±1.07x10
-3 

kg m
-2

. More downward flux is noticed in the north-west and south-west side 420 

of the cyclone centre. These results indicate that the cyclones have significant impact in 421 

effecting the tropopause structure, ozone and water vapour budget and consequentially the 422 

STE in the UTLS region. 423 
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1. Introduction 426 

The Ttropical cyclones with deep convective synoptic scale systems persisting for a 427 

few days to weeks and play an important role on the mass exchange between the troposphere 428 

and the stratosphere, and vice versa (Merril, 1998; Emmanuel, 2005). They transport large 429 

amount of water vapor, energy and momentum to the upper troposphere and lower 430 

stratosphere (UTLS) region (Ray and Rosenlof, 2007). Cyclones provide favorable conditions 431 

for entry of the water vapour-rich and ozone-poor air from surface to the lower stratosphere 432 

(LS) and water vapor- poor and ozone-rich air from the LS to the upper troposphere (UT) 433 

leading to the stratosphere-troposphere exchange (STE) (Romps and Kuang 2009; Zhan and  434 

Wang, 2012; Vogel et al., 2014). These exchanges occur mainly around the tropopause and 435 

change the thermal and chemical structure of the UTLS region. The concentration of the 436 

water vapour transported from troposphere to stratosphere is controlled by the cold 437 

temperatures present at the tropopause and this is a major factor in the STE (Fueglistaler et 438 

al., 2009).  These As a consequence, the STE  eventsSTE events play an important role in 439 

controlling the ozone  inozone in the UTLS region, which will affect the radiation budget of 440 

the Earth atmosphere (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 1996). 441 

Increase of water vapor in the LS region will leads to troposphere warming and 442 

stratospheric cooling might be due to lose ozone (Rind and Lonergan, 1995; Forster and 443 

Shine, 1999; Dvortsov and Solomon, 2001; Forster and Shine, 2002; Myhre et al., 2007; 444 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2007) . Even very small changes in lower 445 

stratospheric water vapor could affect the surface climate (Riese et al., 2012). Soloman et al. 446 

(2010) reported the relation between global warming and lower stratospheric water vapor. LS 447 

water vapor plays an important role on the distribution of ozone in the lower stratosphere 448 

(Shindell, 2001). It is important contributor for long term change in the LS temperatures 449 

(Maycock et al., 2014).  450 
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 In general, most of the air enters into the stratosphere over the tropics (Brewer, 1949; 451 

Dobson, 1956). As suggested by Newell and Gould-Stewart (1981), Bay-of-Bengal (BoB) is 452 

one of the active regions where troposphere air enters into the stratosphere. It is also one of 453 

the active regions for the formation of deep convection associated cyclones which contains 454 

strong updrafts. Earlier studies have shown a close relationship between cyclones and 455 

moistening of the upper troposphere (Wang et al., 1995; Su et al., 2006; Ray and Rosenlof, 456 

2007).  457 

Several studies have been carried out related to water vapor, ozone transport as well 458 

as STE processes around the UTLS region during cyclones. Koteswaram (1967) described 459 

the thermal and wind structure of cyclones in the UTLS region with the major findings of 460 

cold core persisting just above the 15 km and the outflow jets very close to the tropopause. 461 

Penn (1965) reported enchantment in ozone and warmer air situated above the tropopause 462 

over the eye region during hurricane Ginny. Danielsen (1993) reported on troposphere-463 

stratosphere transport and dehydration in the lower tropical stratosphere during cyclone 464 

period. Baray et al. (1999) studied the STE during cyclone Marlene and they observed 465 

maximum of ozone change at 300 hPa level. Zou and Wu (2005) observed the variations of 466 

columnar ozone in different stages of hurricane by using satellite measurements. Bellevue et 467 

al. (2007) observed increase in ozone concentration in the upper troposphere during Tropical 468 

Cyclone (TC) event. Significant contribution of cyclones on hydration of the UT is reported 469 

by Ray and Rosenlof (2007) and injection of tropospheric air into the low stratosphere due to 470 

overshooting convection by cyclones is reported by Romps and Kuang (2009). Das (2009) 471 

and Das et al. (2016) have studied the stratospheric intrusion into troposphere during the 472 

passage of cyclone by using Mesosphere-Stratosphere-Troposphere (MST) Radar 473 

observations. Strong enhancement of ozone in the upper troposphere is observed during TCs 474 

over BoB (Fadnavis et al., 2011). The increased ozone  levels in the boundary layer as well as 475 
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near surface by as much as 20 to 30 ppbv due to strong downward transport of ozone in the 476 

tropical convection is also observed (Betts et al., 2002; Sahu and Lal, 2006; Grant et al., 477 

2008).  Cairo et al. (2008) reported that the colder temperatures are observed in the Tropical 478 

Tropopause Layer (TTL) region during cyclone Davina and also reported on the impact of the 479 

TCs on in the UTLS region on the regional scales. A detailed review on the effect of TCs on 480 

the UTLS can be found in same report.  RavindraBabu et al. (2015) reported the effect of 481 

cyclones on the tropical tropopause parameters using temperature profile obtained from 482 

Constellation Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere and Climate (COSMIC) Global 483 

Position System Radio Occultation (GPS- RO) datameasurements. Many studies have been 484 

carried out on the role of extra tropical cyclones on the STE (for example Reutter et al., 2015 485 

and references therein) though the quantitative estimates of STE provided by these case 486 

studies varied considerably. However, the vertical and horizontal variation of ozone and 487 

water vapor in the UTLS region and cross-tropopause flux quantification during cyclones 488 

over north Indian Ocean is not well investigated. 489 

In the present study, we investigate the spatial and vertical variations of ozone and 490 

water vapor in the UTLS region for all the cyclones occurred over north Indian Ocean during 491 

2007 to 2013 by using Aura- Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) satellite observations. The 492 

effect of cyclones on the tropopause characteristics is also presented using COSMIC GPS- 493 

RO measurements. We also present the cross-tropopause mass flux estimated for each of the 494 

cyclones.  495 

2. Data and Methodology 496 

In the present study, we used Aura –MLS water vapor and ozone measurements 497 

(version 3.3) provided by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). The version 3.3 was released 498 

in January 2011 and this updated version has change in the vertical resolution. The vertical 499 

resolution of the water vapor is in the range 2.0 to 3.7 km from 316 to 0.22 hPa and along 500 
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track horizontal resolution varies from 210 to 360 km for pressure greater than 4.6 hPa. For 501 

ozone, vertical resolution is ~2.5 km and the along track horizontal resolution varies between 502 

300 and 450 km (Livesey et al., 2011). The Aura MLS gives around 3500 vertical profiles per 503 

day and it crosses the equator at ~1:40 am and ~1:40 pm local time. For calculating the cross-504 

tropopause mass flux, we used ERA-Interim winds obtained during cyclone period.            (1) 505 

We have taken the cyclone track information data from India Meteorological 506 

Department (IMD) best track data from year 2007-2013. During this period, around 50 507 

cyclones have formed over the north Indian Ocean. Due to the considerable variability of 508 

cyclone life-cycles, for the present study we selected only 16 cyclones that lasted for more 509 

than 4 days. Table 1 shows the classification of the cyclones over the North Indian Ocean. 510 

The TCs over the north Indian ocean are classified in different categories by IMD based on 511 

their maximum sustained wind speed.  There are classified as : as (1) low pressure when the 512 

maximum sustained wind speed at the sea surface is < 17 knots (/32 km/hrph,), as (2) 513 

depression (D) at 17–27 knots /(32–50 kmphkm/hr), (3) deep depression (DD) at 28–33 knots 514 

/(51–59 km/phr), (4) cyclonic storm (CS) at 34– 47 knots (/60–90 km/phr), (5) severe 515 

cyclonic storm (SCS) at 48–63 knots (/90–110 km/phr), (6) very severe cyclonic storm 516 

(VSCS) at 64–119 knots /(119–220 km/phr), and (7) super cyclonic storm (SuCS) at > 119 517 

knots /(220 km/phr)  respectively (Pattnaik and RamaRao, 2008). The Table 2 shows the 518 

different cyclones used in the present study and their maximum intensity, maximum 519 

sustained time for cyclone period, maximum and sustained time for peak intensity period of 520 

the each cyclone. and the total available MLS profiles for each cyclone with respect to 521 

corresponding season. The mean sustained time for cyclones that occurred during pre-522 

monsoon season is 85.5 ± 52.4 hours, for monsoon season is 122 ± 46.5 and for post-523 

monsoon season is 112.6 ± 29.47 hours. Out of the 16 cyclones, 4 cyclones (CS-1, SCS-2 and 524 

VSCS-1 ) formed during pre-monsoon season, 3 cyclones formed during monsoon season 525 
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(CS-1, VSCS-1 and SuCS-1) and 9 cyclones (CS-1, SCS-2, and VSCS-6) formed during 526 

post-monsoon season (Table 2). Depressions and deep depressions are not considered. The 527 

total available MLS profiles for each cyclone that are used in the present study are mentioned 528 

listed in the Table 2. We have 94 ± 21 mean MLS profiles for each cyclone used in  thein the 529 

present study and when segregated season wise, there are 108±6, 99±21 and 88±23 during 530 

monsoon, pre-monsoon and post-monsoon season, respectively. The available total MLS 531 

profiles for each cyclone vary with respect to sustained period of the cyclone and over all we 532 

have 1517 MLS profiles within 1000 km from the cyclone centre from all the16 cyclones. 533 

Since there are (temporal) limitations in the satellite measurements, thus we considered mean 534 

cross -tropopause flux is estimated only for the those cases of the cyclones that lasted for 535 

more than 4 days. However, our quantification of the cross -tropopause flux will not be 536 

affected by this limitation as earlier studies revealed that the maximum STE occurs during 537 

mature to peak stage of cyclone. Details on the selection of 16 cyclones are presented in 538 

Ravindra Babu et al. (2015). The tracks of all the cyclones used for the present study are 539 

shown in Figure 1 and different colors indicate different categories of the cyclones.  540 

 541 

2.1. Tropopause characteristics observed during cyclones 542 

 As mentioned earlier, in the tropical region the amount of water vapor transported in 543 

tointo the lower stratosphere from the troposphere is controlled by the cold tropical 544 

tropopause temperatures present at the tropopause (Fueglistaler et al., 2009). Large 545 

convection around the eye and strong updrafts near the eye-walls transports large amount of 546 

water vapor in tointo the lower stratosphere through the tropopause. In this way, cyclones 547 

will affect the tropopause structure (altitude/temperature). Thus, before quantification of 548 

STE, we show the tropopause characteristics observed during the TCs. We used post-549 

processed products of level 2 dry temperature profiles with vertical resolution around 200 m 550 
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provided by the COSMIC Data Analysis and Archival Center (CDAAC) for estimating the 551 

tropopause parameters during cyclones period from 2007-2013. COSMIC GPS RO is a 552 

constellation of six microsatellites equipped with GPS receivers (Anthes et al., 2008). We 553 

also used CHAllengingMinisatellite Payload (CHAMP) GPS RO data that are available 554 

between the years 2002 to 2006 and COSMIC data from 2007-2013 for getting background 555 

climatology of tropopause parameters over the north Indian Ocean. 556 

Climatological mean of all the tropopause parameters are obtained by combining GPS 557 

RO measurements obtained from CHAMP and COSMIC (2002-2013). The tropopause 558 

parameters include cold  point tropopause altitude (CPH) and temperature (CPT), lapse rate 559 

tropopause altitude (LRH) and temperature (LRT) and the thickness of the tropical 560 

tropopause layer (TTL), defined as the layer between convective outflow level (COH) and 561 

CPH and are calculated for each profile of GPS RO collected during the above mentioned 562 

period. First, we separated the available RO profiles with respect to distance away from the 563 

cyclone centre around 1000 km for individual cyclone for each day of the respective cyclone. 564 

After separating, we calculated the tropopause parameters as mentioned above for each RO 565 

profile. Then we separated the tropopause parameters with respect to the different cyclone 566 

intensity. After getting  estimating the tropopause parameters for all the 16 TCs with respect 567 

to different intensity, we made finally cyclone-centre composite of all tropopause parameters 568 

is obtained. After careful analysis, we it is found that there is no much variation in the 569 

tropopause parameters observed between D and DD, and between CS and SCS, and in the 570 

depression (D) and deep depression (DD), cyclonic storm (CS) and severe cyclonic storm 571 

(SCS) and tthus we they are combined them asto DD and CS, respectively. To quantify  572 

thequantify the effect of the TCs  onTCs on the tropopause parametercharacteristics, we 573 

subtracted the climatological mean is removed from the individual tropopause parameters. 574 

The climatological mean t from the climatological mean of tropopause parameters is 575 
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calculated estimated from the temperature profiles obtained by using GPS RO data from 576 

2002-2013.  We also calculated the difference of tropopause parameters for different cyclone 577 

intensities (Figures are not shown). Figure 2 shows the cyclone centered – composite of mean 578 

difference in the tropopause parameters (CPH, LRH, CPT, LRT, COH and TTL thickness) 579 

between climatological mean (2002-2013) and individual tropopause parameters observed 580 

during cyclones (irrespective of cyclone intensity) and the more detailed results on effect of 581 

TCs on the tropopause variations and mean temperature structure in UTLS region during TCs 582 

can be found in Ravindra Babu et al. (2015). We have reported that the CPH (LRH) is 583 

lowered by 0.6 km (0.4 km) in most of the areas within the 500 km radius from the cyclone 584 

centre and the temperature (CPT/LRT) is more or less colder or equal to the climatological 585 

values from the area around 1000 km from the cyclone centre. Note that effect of cyclone can 586 

be felt up to 2000 km but since the latitudinal variation also comes into picture when we 587 

consider 2000 km radius, we restrict our discussion related to variability within 1000 km 588 

from the cyclone centre. COH (TTL thickness) has increased (reduced) up to 2 km within 500 589 

km from the cyclones in some areas up to 1000 km. Note that this decrease in TTL thickness 590 

is not only because of pushing up of the COH but also due to decrease of CPH. From the 591 

above results, we concluded that the tropical tropopause is significantly affected by the 592 

cyclones and the effect is more prominent within 500 km from the cyclone centre. These 593 

changes in the tropopause parameters are expected to influence the water vapor and ozone 594 

transported in the UTLS region during cyclones.  595 

3. Results and discussion 596 

3.1. Ozone variability in the UTLS region during cyclones 597 

To see the variability and the transport of ozone during the passage of cyclones, we 598 

investigated the spatial and vertical variability of ozone in the UTLS region using MLS 599 

satellite observations. As mentioned in Section 2.1, we  also separated the MLS profiles  600 
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based on the distance from the TC centre for each day of the individual cyclone. From all the 601 

16 cyclones cases, we separated the available MLS profiles with respect to distance from the 602 

cyclone centre around 1000 km and also we separated the MLS profiles with respect to 603 

different intensities of the cyclones. The total available MLS profiles for each cyclone are 604 

mentioned in Table 2.  Figure 3 shows the normalized cyclone centered – composite of mean 605 

ozone mixing ratio (OMR) observed during cyclones (irrespective of cyclone intensity) at 82 606 

hPa, 100 hPa, 121 hPa, and 146 hPa pressure levels during 2007-2013. Note that we have 607 

reasonable number of MLS profiles (1517) from 16 cyclones to generate the meaningful 608 

cyclone-centre composite of ozone. Black circles are drawn to show distances 250 km, 500 609 

km, 750 km and 1000 km away from cyclone center. Since large variability in OMR is 610 

noticed from one pressure level to other, we normalized the values to the highest OMR value 611 

at a given pressure level. The highest OMR values at 82 hPa, 100 hPa, 121 hPa and 146 hPa 612 

pressure levels is 0.38 ppmv, 0.28 ppmv, 0.19 ppmv and 0.13 ppmv, respectively. Large 613 

spatial variations in the OMR are observed with respect to the cyclone centre. At 82 hPa, 614 

higher OMR (~0.4 ppmv) in the South-West (SW) side up to 1000 km and comparatively low 615 

OMR values (~0.2 ppmv) are noticed in the north of the cyclone centre. At 100 hPa, an 616 

increase in the OMR (~0.2 ppmv) near the cyclone centre within 500 km is clearly observed. 617 

This enhancement in OMR extends up to 146 hPa and is more prominent slightly in the 618 

western and eastern side of the cyclone. In general, the large subsidence located at the top of 619 

the cyclone centre is expected to bring lower stratospheric ozone to the upper troposphere. 620 

This might be  the reason for the enhancement of ozone in the cyclone centre within 500 km. 621 

Earlier several studies have reported that the intrusion of the stratospheric air in to the 622 

troposphere due to the subsidence in the eye region (Penn, 1965; Baray et al., 1999; Das et 623 

al., 2009; Das et al., 2015). Our The present results also supports this aspect that the 624 

detrainment of ozone reached to the 146 hPa might be due to strong subsidence. Interestingly, 625 
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an enhancement in OMR in south east side at 121 hPa but is not either at 100 hPa or at 146 626 

hPa can be noticed which need to be investigated further. Thus in general, higher ozone 627 

concentrations are observed in cyclone centre within 500 km and slightly aligned to the 628 

western side of the cyclone centre. 629 

In order to quantify the impact of cyclones on UTLS ozone more clearly we have 630 

obtained anomalies by subtracting the mean cyclone-centered ozone observed during 631 

cyclones from the background climatology of UTLS ozone that is calculated by using the 632 

total available MLS profiles from 2007-2013. Figure 3 (e-h) shows the normalized mean 633 

difference of cyclone-centered ozone obtained after removing the background climatology 634 

values for different pressure levels shown in Figure 3 (a-d). The maximum difference in 635 

OMR for corresponding normalized value at 82 hPa, 100 hPa, 121 hPa and 146 hPa pressure 636 

levels is -0.089 ppmv, -0.19 ppmv, -0.09 ppmv and -0.06 ppmv, respectively. Enhancement 637 

in the OMR (~0.1 ppmv) up to 1000 km from the cyclone centre is observed at 82 hPa. 638 

Interestingly, at 100 hPa OMR is more or less uniform throughout 1000 km from the cyclone 639 

centre except ~500 km radius from the centre where significant increase of OMR (~0.2 640 

ppmv) is observed. This increase in the OMR is within 500 km from cyclone centre and 641 

extends up to 121 hPa. However, enhancement in OMR at 146 hPa extends up to 1000 km 642 

but distributed towards eastern and western sides of cyclone centre. Thus, it is clear that the 643 

detrainment of lower stratospheric ozone will reach up to 146 hPa during cyclone period due 644 

to presence of strong subsidence in the cyclone centre. We also calculated the cyclone-centre 645 

composite of ozone based on different cyclone intensities such as DD, SCS and VSCS. After 646 

carfullycarefully going through them, we have found that this detrainment of ozone reaching 647 

up to 146 hPa is more in the higher intensity period of the TCs. We do not know what 648 

happens below this pressure level due to limitation in the present data, however, studies (Das 649 

et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2015) have shown that LS ozone can reach low as boundary layer 650 
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during cyclones. It will be interesting to see the variability in the water vapor as large amount 651 

of it is expected to cross the tropopause during the cyclone period and reach lower 652 

stratosphere.  653 

3.2. Water vapor variability in the UTLS region during cyclones  654 

As mentioned earlier, enormous amount of water vapor is expected to be pumped 655 

from lower troposphere to the upper troposphere and even it can penetrate into up to thethe 656 

lower stratosphere during cyclones. To see the linkage between tropopause variability and the 657 

transport of water vapor during cyclones, we investigated the horizontal and vertical 658 

variability of water vapor in the UTLS region using same MLS satellite observations. Figure 659 

4 shows the normalized cyclone centered – composite of mean water vapor mixing ratio 660 

observed during cyclones (irrespective of cyclone intensity) at 82 hPa, 100 hPa, 121 hPa, and 661 

146 hPa pressure levels observed by MLS during 2007-2013. Black circles are drawn to 662 

shown the 250 km, 500 km, 750 km and 1000 km away from cyclone center. The highest 663 

Water Vapor Mixing Ratio (WVMR) values for corresponding  normalized value at 82 hPa, 664 

100 hPa, 121 hPa, and 146 hPa pressure levels is 4.44 ppmv, 4.49 ppmv, 6.9 ppmv and 16.03 665 

ppmv, respectively. Significantly higher WVMR values are noticed extending from 500 km 666 

up to 1000 km from the cyclone centre at 121 (~6.5 ppmv), 146 hPa (~15 ppmv) levels with 667 

more prominence in the eastern side of the cyclone centre. Comparatively low values are 668 

noticed in the centre of the cyclone, especially at 121 hPa. These results match comparing 669 

well with higher WVMR observed in the eastern side of cyclones over Atlantic and Pacific 670 

Oceans (Ray and Rosenlof, 2007). These results also match compare well with those reported 671 

by Ravindra Babu et al. (2015) where they used GPS RO measured relative humidity and 672 

found enhancement in RH in the eastern side of the centre in the upper troposphere (10-15 673 

km) over north Indian Ocean. The higher WVMR values are observed in the eastern side of 674 

the cyclone centre might be due to the upper level anti-cyclonic circulation over the cyclones. 675 
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It is interesting to note that high WVMR lies not at the centre but extend from 500 to 1000 676 

km from the centre of cyclone. The WVMR show high at 121 and 146 hPa than at 100 and 82 677 

hPa. It seems less water vapor has been transported to 100 and 82 hPa from below. As we 678 

know, water vapor mostly origin from lower troposphere and decreasing with height. So 679 

vertical transport of water vapor from the lower troposphere to the UTLS may lead to water 680 

vapor enhanced at 121 and 146 hPa and some time it reaches to higher altitudes. The higher 681 

WVMR presented at 100 and 82 hPa levels show the signature of the tropospheric air 682 

entering even in to the lower stratosphere during cyclones.  683 

In order to quantify the impact of cyclones on the UTLS water vapor more clearly, we 684 

have obtained anomalies by subtracting the mean cyclone-centered water vapor observed 685 

during cyclones from the background climatology mean of UTLS water vapor. Figure 4 (e-h) 686 

shows the normalized mean difference of the cyclone-centered WVMR obtained after 687 

removing the background climatology values for different pressure levels shown in Figure 4 688 

(a-d). The maximum difference in WVMR for corresponding normalized values at 82 hPa, 689 

100 hPa, 121 hPa, and 146 hPa pressure levels is -0.44 ppmv, -0.81 ppmv, -2.55 ppmv and -690 

9.09 ppmv, respectively. More than 7 ppmv differences are observed at 146 hPa within the 691 

1000 km from the centre and at 121 hPa difference of ~ 2 ppmv is noticed extending up to 692 

2000 km (figure not shown) in the eastern side of the centre. At 100 hPa and 82 hPa levels, 693 

the increase in the WVMR is ~0.8 and ~0.6 ppmv, respectively, and the enhancement is more 694 

observed in the NE side of the cyclone centre. Thus, a clear stratosphere- troposphere 695 

exchange (STE)STE is evident during the cyclone over north Indian Ocean where a clear 696 

enhancement in the water vapor (ozone) in the lower stratosphere (upper troposphere) is 697 

observed. For quantifying the amount of STE, we calculated the cross-tropopause mass flux 698 

for each cyclone by considering the spatial extent within the 500 km from the cyclone centre 699 

and results are presented in the following sub-section. 700 
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3.3. Cross tropopause flux observed during cyclones  701 

We adopted method given by Wie (1987) to estimate the cross tropopause mass flux, 702 

F. F is defined as:  703 

𝐹 =
1

𝑔
(−𝜔 + 𝑉ℎ. ∇𝑃𝑡𝑝 +

𝜕𝑃𝑡𝑝

𝜕𝑡
) = (−

𝜔

𝑔
+

1

𝑔
𝑉ℎ. ∇𝑃𝑡𝑝) +

1

𝑔

𝜕𝑃𝑡𝑝

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐹𝐴𝑀 + 𝐹𝑇𝑀           (1) 704 

where ω is the vertical pressure-velocity, Vh is the horizontal vector wind, Ptp is the pressure 705 

at the tropopause, g is the acceleration due to gravity, FAM is the air mass exchange due to 706 

horizontal and vertical air motions, FTM is the air mass exchange due to tropopause motion. 707 

The wind information is taken from ERA-Interim, and the tropopause temperature and 708 

pressure tropopause pressure and corresponding tropopuase temperature within 500 km from 709 

the cyclone centre is taken estimated from COSMIC GPS RO measurements (Ravindra Babu 710 

et al., 2015). These values are considered for the maximum intensity day for each of the 16 711 

cyclones and calculated the respective cross tropopause flux is estimated. . Since the above 712 

mentioned results showed that the higher OMR values are observed in the west and NW side 713 

and more water vapor is located at the eastern side of the cyclone centre, we separated the 714 

area into 4 sectors with respect to cyclone centre as C1 (NW side), C2 (NE side), C3 (SW 715 

side), and C4 (SE side), respectively which areas shown in Figure 3(a). List of cyclones Table 716 

3 presents the different cyclones used in the present study with their names, cyclone intensity 717 

(CI), centre latitude, centre longitude, minimum estimated central pressure on their peak 718 

intensify day are provided in Table 3. The total flux F (equation 1) depends on the air mass 719 

exchange due to horizontal and vertical air motion (FAM), and the air mass exchange due to 720 

tropopause motion itself (FTM). Since number of COSMIC GPS RO measurements are not 721 

sufficient to estimate the second term (FTM) for each event, we calculated only the first part of 722 

the equation (FAM ) individually for each of cyclone with respect to different sectors 723 

mentioned above and the values are presented in Table 3. However, we roughly estimated the 724 

contribution of second term by assuming change in the tropopause pressure by 0.5 hPa 725 
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increase (decrease) within 6 hr and could see cross-tropopause flux for CS is 0.25±0.07 x10
-3 

726 

kg m
-2 

s
-1

(-0.36±0.07x10
-3 

kg m
-2 

s
-1

) and for VSCS it is -0.24±0.3x10
-3 

kg m
-2 

s
-1 

(-727 

0.85±0.3x10
-3 

kg m
-2 

s
-1

). If there is change in the tropopause pressure by 1 hPa increase 728 

(decrease), the flux for CS is 0.55±0.07x10
-3 

kg m
-2 

s
-1 

(-0.66±0.07x10
-3

kg m
-2 

s
-1

) and for 729 

VSCS it is 0.06±0.3x10
-3

kg m
-2 

s
-1 

(-1.16±0.3x10
-3 

kg m
-2 

s
-1

). 730 

Figure 5 shows the cross-tropopause flux estimated in the C1 (NW), C2 (NE), C3 731 

(SW), and C4 (SE) each sectors from the centre of the cyclone for the different cyclone 732 

intensities (estimated based on the cyclone centre pressure). Red lines show the best fit. It 733 

clearly shows that the downward flux is always more in C1 and C3 sectors, where aswhereas 734 

C2 sector show more upward flux. The flux itself varies with the cyclone intensity and we 735 

could see anit is found that the increase in the downward flux as the cyclone centre pressure 736 

decreases particularly during for C1 and C3 sectors. Whereas, in the C4 sector, increase in the 737 

upward flux is seen as the cyclone intensity increases but always upward in the C2 sector, 738 

irrespective of the cyclone intensity. The second term (in equation 1) itself corresponds the 739 

air mass exchange from the tropopause motion and generally during cyclone period there is 740 

an ~400 m difference in tropopause altitude (LRH) within 500 km from the centre of the 741 

cyclone (Figure 2). Thus, the spatial and temporal variation of the tropopause during the 742 

cyclones itself is very important for to decide the flux as downward or upward. Interestingly, 743 

C1 (NW) and C3 (SW) sectors of cyclone show dominant downward mean flux and C2 (NE) 744 

and C4 (SE) sectors show dominant upward mean flux with the values of 0.4±0.4×10
-3 

kg m
-745 

2
, 1.2±1.0×10

-3
kgm

-2
, 0.2±0.1×10

-3 
kg m

-2 
and 0.12±0.3x10

-3 
kg m

-2
, respectively. These 746 

results strongly support our findings of higher ozone in the NW and SW sides and higher 747 

water vapor in the NE side of the cyclone centre. The mean flux is observed to vary with the 748 

intensity of the cyclone.  Mean flux for the severe cyclonic storms (CS) is -0.05±0.29×10
-3

kg 749 

m
-2 

whereas for very severe cyclonic storms (VSCS) it is -0.5±1.07×10
-3

kgm
-2

. Reutter et al. 750 
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(2015) reported the upward and downward mass fluxes across the tropopause are more 751 

dominant in a deeper cyclones compared to a less intense cyclones for over the North 752 

Atlantic cyclones. Our results are match comparablefairly well with their results with the 753 

averaged mass flux of the stratosphere to troposphere as 0.3×10
-3

 kg m
-2 

s
-1

 (340 kg km
-2 

s
-1

) 754 

in the vicinity of cyclones over the North Atlantic Ocean. They also reported that the more 755 

transport across the tropopause occurred in the west side of the cyclone centre during 756 

intensifying and mature stages of the cyclones over the North Atlantic  regioncyclones. 757 

4. Summary and conclusions 758 

In this study, we have investigated the vertical and spatial variability of ozone and 759 

water vapor in the UTLS region during the passage of cyclones occurred between 2007 and 760 

2013 over the North Indian Ocean by using Aura- MLS satellite observations. In order to 761 

make quantitative estimate of the impact of cyclones on the ozone and water vapor budget in 762 

the UTLS region, we removed the mean cyclone-centre ozone and water vapor from the 763 

climatological mean calculated using MLS data from 2007 to 2013. We estimated the mean 764 

cross- tropopause flux for each of the cyclones on their peak intensity day.  The Mmain 765 

findings are summarized below. 766 

1. Lowering of the CPH (0.6 km) and LRH (0.4 km) values with the coldest CPT and 767 

LRT (2–3 K) within a 500 km radius from the cyclone centre is noticed. Higher (2 768 

km) COH leading to the lowering of TTL thickness (~3 km) is clearly observed 769 

(Ravindra Babu et al., 2015). 770 

2. The impact of cyclones on the ozone and the tropopause (altitude/temperature) is 771 

more prominent within 500 km from the cyclone centre, whereas it is high from 500 772 

km to 1000 km in case of water vapor. 773 
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3. Detrainment of ozone is highest in the cyclone centre (within 500 km from the centre) 774 

due to strong subsidence over top of the cyclone centre and this detrained ozone 775 

reaches as low as 146 hPa level (~13-14 km). 776 

4. The detrainment of ozone is more in the higher intensity period (SCS or VSCS) of the 777 

cyclone compare to the low intensity (D or DD). 778 

5. Interestingly, significant enhancement in the lower stratosphere stratospheric (82 hPa) 779 

water vapor is noticed in the east and SE southeast  side from the cyclone centre.  780 

6. Dominant downward [upward] cross-tropopause flux is observed in the C1 (NW) and 781 

C3 (SW)[C2 (NE) and C4 (SE)] sectors of the cyclone.   782 

Figure 6 depicts above mentioned results in the form of the schematic diagram. The 783 

tropopause altitude (CPH) is lowered by 0.6 km within 500 km from the centre of the 784 

cyclone. The convective out flow level (COH) slightly pushes up (~2 km) with in 500 km 785 

from the centre of the cyclone but not exactly in the centre. Thus, a decrease of about 3 km in 786 

the TTL thickness is observed within the 500 km from the cyclone centre. Cyclone includes 787 

eye that extends from few km to 10’s of kilometers. Strong convective towers with strong 788 

updrafts extending up to the tropopause altitude in the form of spiral bands extending from 789 

500 to 1000 km are present. Strong water vapor transport in to the lower stratosphere (82 790 

hPa) while pushing up the COH is observed around these spiral bands in the present study. 791 

Between these spiral bands equal amount of subsidence is expected with strong subsidence 792 

existing at the centre of the cyclone. Significant detrainment of ozone present above or 793 

advected from the surroundings is observed reaching as low as 146 hPa at the cyclones 794 

centre. Thus, it is clear that ozone reaches upper troposphere from lower stratosphere through 795 

the centre of the cyclone, whereas water vapor transport in to the lower stratosphere will 796 

happen from the 500 to 1000 km from the cyclones centre.  Since  more intense cyclones are 797 

expected to occur in a changing climate (Kuntson et al., 2010), the amount of water vapor 798 
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and ozone reaching to the lower stratosphere and upper troposphere, respectively, is expected 799 

to increase thus affecting complete tropospheric weather and climate. Future studies should 800 

focus on these trends.    801 
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Table:  952 

Table1. IMD classification of cyclonic systems over the north Indian Ocean. 953 

Intensity of the system 

 

Maximum sustained surface winds (knots)  

at sea (1 knot =0.5144 m/s) 

 

 

Low pressure area 

 

<17 

Depression 17–27 

Deep depression (DD) 28–33 

Cyclonic storm (CS) 34-47 

Severe cyclonic storm (SCS) 48-63 

Very severe cyclonic storm (VSCS) 64–119 

Super cyclonic storm (SuCS) >119 

 954 

 955 

 956 

 957 

 958 

 959 

 960 

 961 

 962 

 963 

 964 

  965 
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Table 2. Tropical cyclones occurred during different seasons, cyclone name, cyclone 966 

Intensity (CI), cyclone period, total sustained time, Sustained time with maximum intensity 967 

and total number of available MLS profiles. 968 

Season 

Cyclone 

Name 

Cyclone 

Intensity 

(CI) 

Cyclone 

Period 

(days) 

Total 

Sustained 

time 

Sustained 

Time with  

maximum 

intensity 

Total 

available 

MLS 

profiles 

Monsoon 

(JJA) 

03B CS >4 75 6 104 

PHET VSCS >4 168 42 116 

Gonu ScCS >4 123 72 105 

 

Pre-Monsoon 

(MAM) 

Mahasen CS >4 24 24 119 

Aila SCS 4 72 9 79 

Laila SCS 4 96 27 82 

Nargis VSCS >4 150 87 118 

Post-

Monsoon 

(SON) 

  

 

Nilam CS >4 102 36 52 

Jal SCS 4 99 30 75 

Helen SCS 4 78 30 72 

Giri VSCS 4 66 15 65 

Phailin VSCS >4 147 66 111 

Leher VSCS >4 114 36 111 

SIDR VSCS >4 138 72 114 

Winter (DJF) 

Madi VSCS >4 150 36 104 

Thane VSCS >4 120 36 90 

 969 

 970 
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 971 

Table 3. Cyclone name, cyclone Intensity (CI), centre latitude, centre longitude, estimated 972 

central pressure and estimated cross-tropopause mass flux with respect to cyclone centre 973 

for C1 (NW side), C2 (NE side), C3 (SW side) and C4 (SE side), respectively.  974 

 975 

 

Flux @500km 

Cyclone CI Centre 

Latitude  

Centre 

Longitude  

Estimated Central 

Pressure (hPa) 

C1 C2 C3 C4 

03B CS 23.5 66 986 (25Jun2007) -0.013 0.661 -0.603 -0.258 

Aila SCS 22 88 968 (25May2009) 1.90E-04 0.191 -0.299 -0.072 

Helen SCS 16.1 82.7 990 (21Nov2013) 0.025 0.216 -0.095 -0.11 

Jal SCS 11 84 988(6Nov2010) 0.025 0.384 -0.4 -0.218 

Laila  SCS 14.5 81 986 (19May2010) -0.012 0.123 -0.352 -0.299 

Mahasen CS 18.5 88.5 990 (15May2013) -0.006 0.354 -0.473 -0.256 

Nilam CS 11.5 81 990 (31Oct2012) 0.016 0.313 -0.274 -0.097 

Nargis VSCS 16 94 962 (2May2008) -0.828 0.094 -1.946 0.384 

Giri VSCS 19.8 93.5 950 (22Oct2010) -0.518 0.022 -0.823 0.032 

Gonu SuCS 20 64 920 (4Jun2007) -0.502 0.123 -2.563 0.37 

Lehar VSCS 13.2 87.5 980 (26Nov2013) -0.55 0.119 -2.019 0.411 

Madi VSCS 13.4 84.7 986 (10Dec2013) -0.375 0.054 -1.449 0.352 

Phailin VSCS 18.1 85.7 940 (11Oct2013) -0.9 0.179 -2.576 0.479 

Phet VSCS 18 60.5 964 (2Jun2010) -1.058 0.203 -2.698 0.559 

SIDR VSCS 19.5 89 944 (15Nov2007) -0.493 0.066 -0.926 0.231 

Thane VSCS 11.8 80.6 970 (29Dec2011) -1.272 0.356 -2.979 0.558 

 976 

 977 

  978 
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Figure captions: 979 

Figure 1. Tropical cyclone tracks of different categories (cyclonic storm (CS, blue color), 980 

severe cyclonic storm (SCS, orange color), very severe cyclonic storm (VSCS, red color) 981 

and super cyclonic storm (SuCs, magenta color)) that occurred over North Indian Ocean 982 

during 2007 - 2013.  983 

Figure 2.Cyclone centered – composite of mean difference in the tropopause parameters 984 

between climatological mean (20027-2013) and individual tropopause parameters observed 985 

during cyclones(irrespective of cyclone intensity) in (a) CPH (km), (b) LRH (km), (c) CPT 986 

(K), (d) LRT (K), (e) COH (km) and (f) TTL thickness (km). Black circles are drawn to 987 

show the 250 km, 500 km, 750 km and 1000 km away from cyclone center. 988 

Figure 3.Normalizedcyclone centered – composite of mean ozone mixing ratio observed 989 

during cyclones (irrespective of cyclone intensity) at (a) 82hPa, (b) 100hPa, (c) 121hPa, (d) 990 

146 hPa levels by MLS during 2007-2013. (e) to (h) same as (a) to (d) but for normalized 991 

mean difference in the ozone mixing ratio between climatological mean (2007-2013) and 992 

individual events.  Black circles are drawn to show the 250 km, 500 km, 750 km and 1000 993 

km away from cyclone center. Sectors showing C1 (NW), C2 (NE), C3 (SW) and C4 (SE) 994 

are also shown in (a). 995 

Figure 4.Same as Fig. 3, but for water vapor mixing ratio.  996 

Figure 5. Cross-tropopause flux estimated in the (a) C1 (NW), (b) C2 (NE), (c) C3 (SW), and 997 

(d) C4 (SE) sectors from the centre of cyclone for different cyclone intensities (estimated 998 

based on cyclone centre pressure). Red lines show the best fit.  999 

Figure 6.Schematic diagram showing the variability of CPH (brown color line) and COH 1000 

(magenta color line) with respect to the centre of cyclone. Spiral bands of convective 1001 

towers reaching as high as COH are shown with blue color lines. Light blue (red) color up 1002 
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(down) side arrow shows the up drafts (downdrafts/subsidence). Thickness of the arrows 1003 

indicates the intensity.  1004 

 1005 

Table caption:   1006 

Table1. Classification of cyclonic systems over the north Indian Ocean. 1007 

Table 2. Tropical cyclones occurred during different seasons, cyclone name, cyclone 1008 

Intensity (CI), cyclone period, total sustained time, Sustained time with maximum intensity 1009 

and total number of available MLS profiles 1010 

Table 3. Cyclone name, cyclone Intensity (CI), centre latitude, centre longitude, estimated 1011 

central pressure and estimated cross-tropopause mass flux with respect to cyclone centre 1012 

for C1 (NW side), C2 (NE side), C3 (SW side) and C4 (SE side), respectively.  1013 

  1014 
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Figures: 1015 

 1016 

 1017 

Figure 1. Tropical cyclone tracks of different categories (cyclonic storm (CS, blue color), 1018 

severe cyclonic storm (SCS, orange color), very severe cyclonic storm (VSCS, red color) 1019 

and super cyclonic storm (SuCs, magenta color)) that occurred over North Indian Ocean 1020 

during 2007 - 2013.  1021 
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 1022 

Figure 2.Cyclone centered – composite of mean difference in the tropopause parameters 1023 

between climatological mean (20027-2013) and individual tropopause parameters observed 1024 

during cyclones (irrespective of cyclone intensity) in (a) CPH (km), (b) LRH (km), (c) CPT 1025 

(K), (d) LRT (K), (e) COH (km) and (f) TTL thickness (km). Black circles are drawn to 1026 

show the 250 km, 500 km, 750 km and 1000 km away from cyclone center (taken from 1027 

Ravindra Babu et al., ACP, 2015). 1028 

 1029 

 1030 
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 1031 

Figure 3. Normalized cyclone centered – composite of mean ozone mixing ratio observed 1032 

during cyclones (irrespective of cyclone intensity) at (a) 82hPa, (b) 100hPa, (c) 121hPa, 1033 

(d) 146 hPa levels by MLS during 2007-2013. (e) to (h) same as (a) to (d) but for 1034 

normalized mean difference in the ozone mixing ratio between climatological mean (2007-1035 

2013) and individual events. Black circles are drawn to show the 250 km, 500 km, 750 km 1036 

and 1000 km away from cyclone center. Sectors showing C1 (NW), C2 (NE), C3 (SW) 1037 

and C4 (SE) are also shown in (a). 1038 
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 1039 

Figure 4.Same as Fig. 3, but for water vapor mixing ratio.  1040 

  1041 
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 1042 

 1043 

Figure 5. Cross-tropopause flux estimated in the (a) C1 (NW), (b) C2 (NE), (c) C3 (SW), and 1044 

(d) C4 (SE) sectors from the centre of cyclone for different cyclone intensities (estimated 1045 

based on cyclone centre pressure). Red lines show the best fit.  1046 

 1047 

 1048 

 1049 

 1050 

 1051 
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 1052 

Figure 6. Schematic diagram showing the variability of CPH (brown color line) and COH 1053 

(magenta color line) with respect to the centre of cyclone. Spiral bands of convective 1054 

towers reaching as high as COH are shown with blue color lines. Light blue (red) color up 1055 

(down) side arrow shows the up drafts (downdrafts/subsidence). Thickness of the arrows 1056 

indicates the intensity.  1057 


